StratumFive and Veinland
are Podium Connected
LONDON, 31 MARCH 2021

The Podium Connected community welcomes Veinland today.
UK-based voyage informatics provider StratumFive and Veinland,
an established hardware and software provider based in Germany,
have been working together for more than 4 years and today confirm
they have taken the easy and logical step of making data available
within Podium.
The connection of new data sources to the award winning Podium platform and its advanced
contextualisation capabilities delivers efficiencies in tracking, routing, safety, security, fuel
consumption and emissions. Configurability and adaptability to multiple use cases means
the data relevant to every user can be displayed on one platform for all functions.
Veinland’s development and construction of hardware and software, to receive and process
digital and analogue system signals from multiple manufacturers makes an ideal fit for
Podium. Both companies products are designed to resolve complexity and generate
value from data.
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“StratumFive’s and Veinland’s solutions are both focussed on
extracting data from silos and applying it holistically, digitally
encoding the entire voyage. This combination of capability means
the best mix of available data sources can be applied to safe and
efficient voyage execution.
Every addition to the Podium Connected community delivers value
and choice to those using the platform. We are confident both
StratumFive and Veinland will benefit by taking this next step in their
long standing co-operation. ” says Ross Martin, StratumFive COO

“The successful integration into the Podium system is one positive
example about how auto logged performance data could be
transferred and visualized. Due to our modular data acquisition system
PIM-OBU it was very easy to meet the requirements of StratumFive to
upload the data.
‘One source, multiple solutions’ is VEINLAND’s philosophy - providing
a solution for different questions and needs, which exist in different
markets.” says Christoph Niendorf, Veinland’s Sales Director

ABOUT STRATUMFIVE
For more than a decade StratumFive has been delivering leading cost-effective voyage
monitoring solutions and has now become a leading voyage intelligence provider to more
than 13,000 ships. At the beginning of 2020 the company launched Podium, an advanced
voyage informatics platform. Its global network includes the recently acquired FleetWeather
operations centre in the USA and its 50 year history of service excellence.
https://stratumfive.com/podium/
ABOUT VEINLAND
VEINLAND GmbH was founded back in 2006 and develops type approved HW & SW
systems for ship owners, ship managers and charterers to assist them in collecting
and displaying vessel operation data. VEINLAND’s systems collect, distribute and visualize digital, analogue, serial, visual as well as auditory data from the operation of ships
and vessels.
https://veinland.net/
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